Field trip to the Pyrenees

April, 7th 2022

1st stop - Bescos de la Garcipollera: ground uses and climate
18 years ago the mountains of this valley were completely deforested, since the
valley, used for agriculture, was abandoned by farmers.
The deforestation had several consequences, first
of all the erosion. It was especially to face this
problem that the mountains were reforested by
planting conifers; this caused several problems
too, first of all the loss of biodiversity, since
conifers, owing to their dimensions and their high
necessity of water, prevent the undergrowth from
developing. This is why a group of scientists
decided to start studying the territory and to look
for better environments for this area based on
several factors, such as: productivity of soil and
environment, ability to adapt to climate change
and to reduce carbon sequestration, probability of
fires and so on.
The scientists made different experiments in order
to find the best environment for this area, they
showed us three of them:
The first one was composed only by pasture, the second one by conifere, the third
one, that we actually did not see, by poplars.
At the end of the first stop a
professor explained to us
the role of trees in the
environment, for example
their ability to capture CO2
that unfortunately is
released when the tree
dies, and showed us how
he and his team study
them.

All those three tests had several objectives:
-We need water in the pyrenees
-We need to regulate de CO2 in the pyrenees
-We need to maintain to biodiversity
For the realization of these experiments we need several instruments: temperature
sensors, pluviometers sensors, data logger…

2nd stop
The squares with vegetation are 400 m². It’s a typical Mediterranean vegetation.
Some of them have management and some of them do not. There are 2 cows per year
and they stay 48 hours there. The lands that have cows are more clear and they have
less vegetation.
They use quimic land physical and soil properties with Ph Nitrogen (which kind of
vegetation)
It’s really important to know how many is the high of trees and humidity of vegetation
If there is more biomass they will have more fires.
Every 15 days they take a sample of trees and soil and checking the moisture, they
take samples of dead trees. The effects of this study will influence the cities and to the
valley, if water stays here it doesn’t go down.

3rd stop

4th stop: Biescas
Now we are at our last stop,
Biescas. All the groups, the
teachers and the guide went
through a path next to the
road and then we had to go
up a little hill that felt like the
mountain Everest because
we were very tired of walking
and our feet hurt. We got to
the “top” and we found what
seemed to be a little waterfall
designed by humans and
next to it some kind of
houses which were
destroyed, we didn’t
understand anything, then
our guide started to explain
to us why we were there.
The 7th of August of 1996 there were a large and extreme flood that caused the
destruction of a camping, 87 people died that day, but people say that they got lucky
because most of they people that were staying in the camping were out in the
Pyrenees walking or climbing so the humanity damage wasn’t that bad.
To understand why the camping got flooded
so fast we have to go back in time and travel
until 1991 when they constructed an alluvial
fan next to this camping to reduce the
velocity of the water and to filter sediments.
When the designers asked to place this
alluvial fan next to the camping, only two
people denied the proposal, they disagreed
with the others that said that the alluvial fan
was stable.
Eight years after that decision the lethal
flood took place, 1h and 50 min of
continuous rain and more than 2 meters of
water flooded the camping. In addition to the
wrong placement of the alluvial fan, there’s a
little slope so the water goes faster and it
gets flooded easily.

Then, who was responsible? The law says that if it's a recurrent natural event then
nobody is responsible, but in this case it wasn’t something recurrent, it had never
happened before so the law determined that the administration was responsible for
the damage and the deaths and they had to pay really big compensations
In conclusion they tried to adapt the place where they lived to the precipitations but
they did it in the wrong way.

